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LOUISIANA BAR EXAMINATION
BUSINESS ENTITIES AND NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS
FEBRUARY 2016

QUESTION 1
(20 POINTS TOTAL; 5 POINTS EACH SUBPART)
PART A
Sally’s son, Paul, has recently filed for bankruptcy and returned home to live with his
mother. When he moved into Sally's home, she told him to help himself to whatever he needed.
A few days afterward, Sally asked Paul to purchase some groceries and told him to sign one of
her checks in order to get himself some cash for the groceries. Sally was the only authorized
signatory on her checking account. Paul located his mother’s checkbook and signed his mother’s
name on a check payable to bearer in the amount of $150. After cashing the check at the Bank,
Paul met his girlfriend on the way to the grocery store. He changed his mind about grocery
shopping and instead took his girlfriend out to lunch, spending the entire $150.
The next month, Paul went shopping at Dillard’s to buy himself new clothes. To pay for
the clothes he bought, he wrote another check (signing his mother’s name) drawn on Sally’s
checking account payable to Dillard’s for $1,000. One month later, Paul went shopping at
Macy’s to buy himself some more clothes. He wrote another check, as before, drawn on Sally’s
checking account payable to Macy’s for $1,000.
When Sally reviewed her preceding two bank statements the next month, she discovered
the checks written on the account to Dillard’s and Macy’s. She then looked back at her earlier
bank statement from three months earlier when Paul started living at home and recalled that she
had authorized the check for $150 for the cash to buy groceries, but not the other two checks.
Sally confronted Paul, who admitted that he had used the $1,000 checks to buy clothes. He also
admitted that he had used the cash from the $150 check to take his girlfriend out to lunch rather
than to buy groceries. Sally immediately informed the Bank of the checks that Paul had signed
and asked that the Bank credit her account for the amount of all three checks.
1.1

Will the Bank be liable to refund to Sally’s account the check written by Paul for
$150? Why or why not? If Paul had signed the check in his own name, would
the Bank be liable?

1.2

Will the Bank be liable to refund to Sally’s account the $1,000 checks written to
Dillard’s and Macy’s? Why or why not?

TEST CONTINUES ON NEXT PAGE
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PART B
Travis and Ken are the sole members of Trucking LLC, a Louisiana limited liability
company. Each of them owns 50 membership units in the limited liability company represented
by a certificate. The certificates have no restrictive endorsements, and Trucking LLC has no
written operating agreement.
Ken developed a gambling problem and became indebted to a casino for $25,000. His
wife threatened to divorce him because of his gambling problem. Travis became concerned that
Ken’s wife could acquire Ken’s interest in the business as a result of a divorce. To prevent this
from happening, Travis lent $25,000 to Ken to pay off the debt to the casino. In exchange, Ken
signed an agreement to repay Travis which stated: “I promise to pay to Travis the sum of
$25,000 or 25 membership units in Trucking LLC immediately upon my wife’s filing for
divorce.” The agreement was signed and dated by Ken. Travis and Ken agreed that Ken’s
membership units were worth $50,000 in total, so half of them would repay Travis.
1.3

Did the agreement signed by Ken in favor of Travis satisfy the legal elements for
a negotiable instrument? Discuss.

1.4

If Ken’s wife is successful through the divorce proceedings in acquiring some or
all of Ken’s membership units in Trucking LLC: a) Will she automatically
become a member of the limited liability company? Discuss. b) Will she have any
voting rights? Discuss.

[End of Question 1]

TEST CONTINUES ON NEXT PAGE
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QUESTION 2
(30 POINTS TOTAL; 3 POINTS EACH SUBPART)
Short Answer Questions. Please answer each question providing a brief explanation.
2.1.

Does a director of a corporation have the authority to sign contracts on behalf of the
corporation on matters that are within the ordinary course of the business of the
corporation?

2.2.

In a manager-managed limited liability company, is a vote of the members required to
approve the sale of immovable property owned by the limited liability company and,
if so, how many of them must vote in favor of the sale?

2.3.

Describe the business records that a corporation is required to maintain at its principal
office for inspection by shareholders.

2.4.

In order to have the right to inspect the books and records of a corporation, what
requirements must a shareholder satisfy?

2.5.

List the minimum information that must be included in articles of partnership in order
to establish a partnership in commendam.

2.6.

Name three activities that a limited partner of a partnership in commendam must
avoid in order to preserve his or her limited liability.

2.7.

What minimum information must be contained on a stock certificate? Which types of
Louisiana business entities are required to issue such certificates?

2.8.

What are preemptive rights?
preemptive rights?

2.9.

What percentage vote of the shareholders is necessary to amend the articles of
incorporation?

Under what circumstances will a person have

2.10. If a corporation files its annual report 150 days after it is due, a) does this have an
effect on the corporation's existence; and b) if so, what steps must be taken to remedy
the situation?

[End of Question 2]

TEST CONTINUES ON NEXT PAGE
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QUESTION 3
(30 POINTS TOTAL; 5 POINTS EACH SUBPART)
PART A
Charles, a professional truck driver, purchased a new truck from Big Wheel Trucking
dealership for $400,000. City Bank agreed to lend Charles the full amount of the purchase price
in exchange for his signing a promissory note. The promissory note was dated the day it was
signed and provided that Charles would pay City Bank $400,000, plus four percent annual
interest, in equal monthly installments over five years. After leaving Big Wheel Trucking
dealership with his new truck, Charles was involved in a traffic accident and was badly injured.
Due to his injuries, Charles has been unable to work and will be unable to make payments to
City Bank for the foreseeable future.
On the day that Charles signed the promissory note, the City Bank clerk inadvertently
stamped the promissory note as ‘PAID”, confusing Charles’ promissory note with that of another
borrower. The promissory note with the “PAID” stamp was then returned to Charles. City Bank
discovered the discrepancy one month later, after Charles defaulted on his first payment. City
Bank demanded Charles pay the promissory note. Charles wrote to City Bank that the
promissory note was paid and that he cannot be liable. He sent a copy of his letter to Big Wheel
Trucking.
3.1

Is Charles relieved of his obligation to repay the loan from City Bank because the
clerk stamped the promissory note as “PAID”? Why or why not?

3.2

After receiving a copy of the letter that Charles wrote to City Bank, Big Wheel
Trucking is considering helping Charles out by buying the promissory note from
City Bank at full value, with the intention of forbearing collection on the note
until Charles recovers from his injuries and returns to work. If Big Wheel
Trucking proceeds with this plan, will it qualify as a holder-in-due course?
Discuss.

PART B
Ariana and her brother, Fred, decided to start an advertising business to be named
Marketing Strategy Experts LLC. The day after the articles of organization of the limited
liability company were signed, Ariana scheduled a meeting with a real estate agent to discuss
possible office locations available for lease. The agent showed Ariana a particular office space
that would be perfect to meet the needs of the advertising business. The agent advised Ariana to
sign a lease immediately because there were several potential tenants who had indicated interest
in leasing the space. Without checking with Fred, Ariana signed a two-year written lease
agreement that afternoon on behalf of Marketing Strategy Experts LLC. Two days later, Fred
filed the articles of organization with the Louisiana Secretary of State to validly form Marketing
Strategy Experts LLC. After six months, Marketing Strategy Experts LLC went out of business
and defaulted in paying the rent for the office space lease. The landlord of the office space then
brought suit against Marketing Strategy Experts LLC, Ariana and Fred to collect the delinquent
rent owing under the lease.
3.3

Which of the following parties, if any, should the court find liable to the landlord?
a) Ariana? b) Fred? c) Marketing Strategy Experts LLC? Discuss your reasons
for each party.

3.4

Assume that Marketing Strategy Experts LLC was validly formed before Ariana
had signed the lease. Did Ariana have authority on behalf of Marketing Strategy
Experts LLC to sign the lease without Fred’s consent? Discuss.

TEST CONTINUES ON NEXT PAGE
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PART C
Arlee, Inc. is a validly formed Louisiana corporation. It has 1,000 shares of stock issued
and outstanding. The outstanding shares are held by Jack, Betsy and Cathy in the following
numbers respectively: 500, 280 and 220. Arlee, Inc. has a three-person board of directors. The
articles of incorporation are silent on the questions of quorum and voting requirements for
shareholders’ meetings, the manner of election of directors and the length of a director’s term in
office.
At the first shareholders’ meeting, Jack and Betsy attended, but Cathy did not. Jack was
unexpectedly called out for a family emergency after the meeting had been called to order but
before any voting occurred. Betsy wanted to go ahead with the meeting in the absence of Jack
and Cathy in order to elect Arlee, Inc.’s first directors.
3.5.

Can Betsy proceed with the meeting to vote for directors? Discuss.

3.6

A later meeting of the shareholders was called for the purpose of considering an
amendment to the articles of incorporation to provide for five-year terms for the
directors. Assume that proper notice of this meeting was given and that all three
shareholders were present at the meeting. Could they validly amend the articles
of incorporation to provide for five-year terms for the directors? Discuss. Could
the shareholders validly provide for five-year terms for the directors if all of the
shareholders sign a written agreement to that effect? Discuss.

[End of Question 3]

TEST CONTINUES ON NEXT PAGE
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QUESTION 4
(20 points total)
Multiple choice questions, each worth 2 points, tested the following areas of the law:
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
4.6
4.7
4.8
4.9
4.10

Partnerships/Corporations – formation
Corporations – future services as consideration for shares
Corporations – liability/indemnity of board of directors
Corporations – unanimous governance agreements
Corporations– unanimous governance agreements
Partnerships – member contributions
L.L.C. – authority of member for extraordinary transactions
L.L.C. – disclosure of member interests
Corporations – meeting and quorum requirements
Corporations – election of directors
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CIVIL CODE I
LOUISIANA STATE BAR EXAM
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 15, 2016
QUESTION 1
(40 points)
Frank and Mary married fifteen years ago; they have no matrimonial agreement between
themselves. The day after they married, they purchased a family home for $200,000. In
purchasing the home, they used $30,000 that Mary had saved from her prior earnings and, for the
remainder of the purchase price, used the loan proceeds from a $170,000 loan they obtained at
that time; the loan was secured by a mortgage on the home. Thereafter, the couple made
monthly mortgage payments from Frank’s monthly paycheck.
A year after Frank and Mary were married, they had a child, Carol. Although Mary had
had a high-paying job, she stopped working outside the home shortly before Carol was born.
Once Carol started kindergarten, Mary resumed working again, but only on a part-time basis—
with her earnings significantly smaller than Frank’s.
Frank began to suspect that Mary was having a sexual affair with another man. Mary
denied his repeated accusations, and Frank could not substantiate his hunch. Nonetheless, five
years ago, Frank moved out of the family home because he did not trust Mary.
Four years ago, Mary filed a petition for divorce on grounds of having lived separate and
apart from Frank continuously for a year. The next day, Mary celebrated by throwing a wild
party at which she reunited with her old college boyfriend, Joe, with whom she engaged in
sexual intercourse. Frank learned of the sexual encounter from Joe the following day.
Within a month after filing her petition, Mary obtained a judgment of divorce from
Frank. At that same time, Mary filed a motion for a custody decree; she proposed joint custody
of Carol, with Mary designated as the domiciliary parent and granting Frank visitation rights a
full week of every month and on certain specified holidays. At a court hearing, Frank indicated
that he did not contest Mary’s motion as proposed; thus, the court did not take any evidence on
the motion and instead simply signed Mary’s proposed form of custody decree.
At that same time, Mary also filed a motion for division of their community property.
The couple amicably agreed on the division of all community property—other than the family
home, which then had a fair market value of $300,000 and a remaining loan balance of $100,000
on the mortgage. After a hearing, the court awarded the family home solely to Mary and
specified that Mary was solely responsible for the remaining loan payments; that same judgment
also ordered Mary to pay to Frank an amount to be subsequently determined by the court.
A few months ago, Mary lost her job. She began frequenting bars and staying out night
after night. Although Carol had been angry at her father for leaving her mother and barely spoke
to him even when she was staying with him, she called him in tears last week; Carol told her
father that she was frightened being home late at night without anyone else in the home. Frank
promptly filed a motion for sole custody of Carol. Mary opposed that motion and also filed a
motion for spousal support from Frank.
Please answer each of the following eight questions (5 points each). Explain each
answer; an answer without an explanation will receive no credit.
1.1

How is the original custody decree classified under Louisiana law?

1.2
What must Frank prove (and by what evidentiary standard) to obtain a
modification of the original custody decree? Also, explain whether the answer would be
different if the original custody decree had not designated Mary as Carol’s domiciliary parent.
1.3
What factors must be considered to modify the existing custody decree? Facts of
particular relevance should be discussed further.
1.4
Does the factual discussion above contain enough information to determine
whether Mary’s motion for spousal support from Frank is timely? Why or why not?
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If Mary had instead filed her motion for spousal support immediately after she
1.5
filed her petition for divorce, what defenses, if any, could Frank assert in opposition to Mary’s
claims for interim or permanent spousal support?
1.6
How was the family home classified under the Civil Code (as either community
property or separate property) immediately before Mary filed her petition for divorce?
1.7
What dollar amount is Frank entitled to receive from Mary in return for the
court’s awarding the family home to Mary?
1.8
Assume for purposes of this question only that the couple had used $190,000 from
Mary’s prior earnings and $10,000 in loan proceeds to pay for the family home. How would the
family home be classified under the Civil Code (as either community property or separate
property) immediately before Mary filed her petition for divorce?
[End of Question 1]

[TEST CONTINUES ON NEXT PAGE]
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CIVIL CODE I
LOUISIANA STATE BAR EXAM
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 15, 2016
QUESTION 2
(40 points)
Part A
Aaron acquired a parcel of land (“Tract 1”) decades ago; the next year, he acquired a
second parcel of land (“Tract 2”), which is located immediately to the south of Tract 1 and is
bounded on the south by a public road. Tract 1 has no means of access to a public road other
than across Tract 2. Many years ago, Aaron built his home on Tract 1 (the northern tract) and
also built a twenty-foot wide gravel road running southerly from his home on Tract 1 then across
a portion of Tract 2 (the southern tract) to the public road. He has used the road continuously
since then to access his home.
Nine years ago, Aaron sold Tract 2 (the southern tract) to Bob pursuant to an act of sale
in proper form. This act of sale made no direct mention of the gravel road or any right of
passage by Aaron across Tract 2 to access Tract 1; however, the property description in the act of
sale referenced a “survey plat signed this day by Buyer and Seller before the undersigned
notary.” This survey plat depicted both Tracts 1 and 2 as well as the gravel road crossing both
tracts and also contained a notation that “a twenty-foot right of passage (the ‘Right of Passage’)
is granted to Seller for access to his adjacent Tract 1.” Aaron and Bob signed their names at the
bottom of the survey plat; next to their signatures, the notary for the act of sale signed her name,
wrote the word “notary” under her signature and also wrote the date of the sale. The act of sale
was duly recorded in the parish conveyance records; however, the survey plat was never
recorded.
Two years ago, Bob sold Tract 2 to Charles pursuant to an act of sale in proper form and
duly recorded in the parish conveyance records. This act of sale likewise made no mention of
the gravel road or of any right of passage for Aaron; attached to this act of sale was a survey plat
of Tract 2 (but not also of Tract 1). Although this survey plat depicted the gravel road across
Tract 2, it contained no notation relating to this gravel road or to any right of passage across
Tract 2. Just before they signed this act of sale, Bob explained to Charles that Aaron used this
road to access his home on Tract 1.
Charles wants to install a gas service station and strip shopping mall on his Tract 2 and
has determined that the gravel road needs to be removed to facilitate his proposed development
of the entirety of Tract 2.
Please answer each of the following four questions (5 points each). Explain each
answer; an answer without an explanation will receive no credit.
2.1
Civil Code?

How is the Right of Passage referenced in the first survey plat classified under the

2.2
Charles?

Is the Right of Passage referenced in the first survey plat enforceable against

2.3
Assume that, in the act of sale from Bob to Charles, Charles agreed to be bound
by the Right of Passage referenced in the first survey plat. Does Charles have the legal right to
relocate Aaron’s right of passage across Tract 2?
2.4
Assume that the Right of Passage referenced in the first survey plat is
unenforceable against Charles. Does Aaron have other rights that he can legally assert against
Charles to obtain access from Tract 1 across Tract 2 to the public road?
Part B
For this Part B only, assume that Charles died a month after purchasing Tract 2 from
Bob. For this Part B only, also assume the following additional facts.
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A gas service station had been on Tract 2 when Bob acquired Tract 2; however, the gas
service station was destroyed in a fire shortly thereafter and then demolished. Tract 2 has long
been zoned for commercial and industrial use, including for a gas service station and a strip
shopping mall.
Immediately after he acquired Tract 2 from Bob, Charles began clearing Tract 2 for his
proposed gas station and strip mall. At the time Charles died a month later, a contractor just
completed laying a cement foundation for the new gas service station in the same spot where the
old one had been located.
All of the property in Charles’ estate was inherited by his two sons, Paul and Ron. Ron
in turn died shortly after his father died; all the property in Ron’s estate was inherited by his
cousin Susan, subject to the lifetime usufruct of Susan’s mother, Maureen. Thus, Paul now owns
an undivided one-half interest in Tract 2, and Susan holds the other undivided one-half interest
subject to Maureen’s lifetime usufruct.
Paul shared his father’s goal to build a gas service station and strip shopping mall on
Tract 2. The first thing Paul did with Tract 2 after his father died was to pay $5,000 to the parish
sheriff for the property taxes that were owing for Tract 2. Paul then talked with Susan about his
plans for Tract 2; Susan told Paul that she was fine with his plans, but that she had no money at
the time to pitch in. Paul did not talk to Maureen about his plans, but instead immediately
proceeded to complete the construction of a new gas service station.
When Maureen learned that the gas service station had been constructed, she was furious.
She called Paul and demanded that he tear it down; she also told him not to build anything else
on Tract 2. Paul ignored her and immediately began constructing a portion of the strip mall.
By that time, Susan had unexpectedly inherited a large sum of money from another
relative. Eager to help Paul with his efforts and unaware of Maureen’s objections, Susan began
constructing another portion of the strip mall.
Please answer each of the following four questions (5 points each). Explain each
answer; an answer without an explanation will receive no credit.
2.5
What amount, if any, is Paul entitled to collect from each of Maureen and Susan
for the $5,000 tax payment?
2.6

Is Maureen entitled to have Paul tear down the gas station?

Is Maureen entitled to have Paul tear down the portion of the strip mall that he
2.7
constructed?
2.8
Is Maureen entitled to have Susan tear down the portion of the strip mall that
Susan constructed?
[End of Question 2]
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CIVIL CODE I
LOUISIANA STATE BAR EXAM
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 15, 2016
QUESTION 3
(20 points)
Multiple choice questions, each worth 2 points, tested the following areas of the law:
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6
3.7
3.8
3.9
3.10

boundaries; acquisitive prescriptive
classification of property: separate versus community
management and disposition of community property
usufruct; repairs
usufruct; repairs
matrimonial agreements
building restrictions
servitudes; acquisitive prescription
classification of property: movable versus immovable
rights of usufructuaries
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LOUISIANA BAR EXAMINATION
CIVIL CODE II
FEBRUARY 2016
QUESTION 1
(34 POINTS)
Alan died intestate on October 1, 2015; he was 55 years old. He was a domiciliary of
the State of Louisiana. Alan was married two times. His first wife was Betty, who
predeceased him. Alan and Betty had two children, Charles and Darlene, who are still alive.
Alan and Betty surrendered Charles for adoption as an infant pursuant to Louisiana law.
Charles and Darlene are in excess of twenty-three years of age and in good mental and physical
health.
At the time of his death, Alan was married to Wilma. They never executed a
matrimonial agreement. At the time of his death, Alan and Wilma had two children: Emma and
Franklin, who are still alive. Emma and Franklin are in excess of twenty-three years of age and
in good mental and physical health.
On January 15, 2016, Wilma gave birth to Greta.
Alan is also survived by his mother, Mom, and his sister, Helen. Alan had another
sister, Ingrid, but she predeceased Alan, leaving two minor children: Julie and Kenneth, who are
still alive.
At the time of his death, Alan owned the following property:

1.1



An undivided one-half interest in a family home he and Wilma purchased as
community property during their marriage.



One hundred acres of timberland in Bienville Parish, Louisiana (the
“Timberland”), purchased by Alan as his separate property after Betty’s death but
before his marriage to Wilma.

Who inherits Alan’s interest in the family home?
interest inherited by each heir. (15 Points)

Please discuss and identify the

ASSUME FOR THE REMAINDER OF QUESTION 1 THAT WILMA REMARRIED ON
JANUARY 31, 2016 AND THAT NO ONE HAS EXECUTED ANY AGREEMENT
PURPORTING TO ALIENATE ANY INTEREST IN THE FAMILY HOME.
1.2

Who currently owns what interest in the family home?

(3 Points)

1.3

Alan died not knowing whether Wilma was pregnant with Greta. Darlene does not
believe Greta is her father’s child. What legal strategies, if any, are available to
Darlene vis-à-vis Greta’s right to inherit from Alan and the time constraints, if any,
on such strategy. (8 Points)

ASSUME FOR THE PURPOSE OF QUESTION 1.4 ONLY THAT ALAN NEVER HAD
CHILDREN.
1.4

Who inherits Alan’s interest in the Timberland? Please discuss and identify the
interest inherited by each heir. (8 Points)
[END OF QUESTION 1]
TEST CONTINUES ON NEXT PAGE
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LOUISIANA BAR EXAMINATION
CIVIL CODE II
FEBRUARY 2016
QUESTION 2
(36 POINTS)
Nora and Oliver were married in 2008, when both were in their sixties. Each had
substantial assets and children from previous marriages, so they executed a matrimonial
agreement which formally renounced those provisions of the Louisiana Civil Code and all laws
relative thereto that would have established a community of acquets and gains between them.
In 2007, Nora and Oliver had purchased a family home together, so they agreed in the
matrimonial agreement to execute irrevocable legacies leaving each other their respective
interests in the family home. They also formally renounced any inheritance from one another
of any asset other than the family home.
Nora died in 2015. She was a domiciliary of Louisiana. She was survived by Oliver
and the children of her previous marriage: Phyllis, Quint, and Riley.
Riley had suffered a massive stroke at the age of twenty-five and has been physically and
mentally disabled for many years. Riley has been interdicted and a curator of his property and
person appointed. Riley currently resides in a nursing home, paid for by the federal Medicaid
program, which provides nursing home care for indigent persons in need. Phyllis and Quint are
in excess of twenty-three years of age and in good mental and physical health.
Nora was also survived by her only grandchildren Samuel and Tara, born to Phyllis.
In 2009, shortly after her marriage to Oliver, Nora had executed a valid notarial
testament, which, pursuant to the matrimonial agreement, included a legacy of her interest in the
family home to Oliver. However, one year later, in 2010, she executed a new valid notarial
testament that revoked the 2009 testament and contained the following dispositive provisions:
1.

I leave Tara my diamond brooch.

2.

I leave Quint the antique hardwood maple desk I received from my father; upon
Quint’s death, he is to leave the desk to Samuel.

3.

I leave Phyllis all my jewelry.

4.

I leave Phyllis my interest in the family farm, Blackacre. In the event Phyllis
predeceases me or renounces this legacy, it shall pass to Samuel and Tara in equal
shares.

5.

I leave my interest in Consolidated Tools, L.L.C. to Quint and my good friend,
Vernon.

6.

I leave a cash sum equal to 10% of my gross estate to charity. I direct my
executor to select the charities and determine how much each should receive.

7.

I leave Oliver the cash sum of $10,000.

8.

I leave the residue of my estate to Phyllis and Quint, in equal shares. I leave
nothing to Riley because receiving an inheritance from me might endanger the
government benefits he is receiving.
TEST CONTINUES ON NEXT PAGE
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Nora’s estate has a value in excess of $3 million. Vernon died intestate as a Louisiana
domiciliary before Nora died; Vernon was survived by his daughter, Yolanda, who is still alive.
Oliver has now made the following two claims in Nora’s succession: (i) pursuant to the
matrimonial agreement and the 2009 will, he asserts that he is entitled to Nora’s interest in the
family home and (ii) pursuant to the 2010 will, he asserts that he is entitled to the cash legacy of
$10,000. Nora’s executor opposes each claim.
2.1

How is Oliver likely to fare on each of his claims? Discuss. (12 Points)

2.2

Who inherits Nora’s diamond brooch? Discuss.

2.3

Is the bequest of the desk a valid bequest?

2.4

If Phyllis had predeceased Nora, would the bequest of Blackacre to Samuel and
Tara be a valid bequest? (3 Points)

2.5

What portion, if any, of Nora’s membership interest in Consolidated Tools, L.L.C.
did Quint inherit, and what portion, if any, did Vernon’s daughter Yolanda inherit?
Discuss. (6 Points)

2.6

Is the charitable bequest of 10% of the gross estate a valid bequest? Discuss.
Points)

2.7

Assuming an inheritance from Nora would jeopardize Riley’s Medicaid funded
nursing home care, has her testamentary planning effectively prevented such
inheritance? Discuss. (6 Points)

(3 Points)

Discuss.

(3 Points)

(3

[END OF QUESTION 2]
TEST CONTINUES ON NEXT PAGE
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LOUISIANA BAR EXAMINATION
CIVIL CODE II
FEBRUARY 2016
QUESTION 3
(20 POINTS)
Dwight died in 2015. He was a domiciliary of Louisiana. Dwight was survived by his
wife, Wendy, and his two children, Emma and Fran, both of whom are over the age of
twenty-three and mentally and physically well. Dwight had no other marriages or children.
Dwight has executed a number of notarial testaments over the years. His most recent
was in 2012, when he executed a valid notarial testament, the dispositive provisions of which
read as follows:
 I revoke all prior wills and codicils.
 I leave all of my estate to the Giant National Bank, but in trust and as trustee for
the benefit of Wendy, as income beneficiary for her lifetime, and to Emma and
Fran, as equal principal beneficiaries.
 The trust shall terminate upon the last to occur of Wendy’s death or December
31, 2020.
 In the event either of Emma or Fran should die during the term of the trust, the
survivor shall succeed to her interest in the trust.
A Judgment of Possession was entered in Dwight’s succession, and the Giant National
Bank placed in possession of Dwight’s assets as trustee per his 2012 testament.
3.1

How often should the trustee distribute trust income to Wendy? Discuss. (4 Points)

ASSUME FOR THE PURPOSE OF QUESTION 3.2 ONLY THAT WENDY DIED ON
JANUARY 31, 2016.
3.2

To whom, if anyone, should trust income be paid for the remainder of the trust
term? Discuss. (4 Points)

ASSUME FOR THE PURPOSE OF QUESTION 3.3 ONLY THAT EMMA DIED
INTESTATE ON FEBRUARY 3, 2016, SURVIVED BY HER SON, GAVIN.
3.3

Who succeeds to Emma’s interest in the trust?

Discuss.

(4 Points)

TEST CONTINUES ON NEXT PAGE
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ASSUME THE FOLLOWING ADDITIONAL FACTS FOR THE REMAINDER OF
QUESTION 3:
Dwight had been in ill health for many years. In the fall of 2011 he was hospitalized,
and on October 30, 2011, he had surgery. He recovered but was hospitalized again in the spring
of 2014, and on April 3, 2014 had additional surgery. After Dwight’s death, among Dwight’s
papers, the family found a document, entirely written in Dwight’s hand, signed by him, and
reading in full as follows:
“On this, the night before my surgery, I make this codicil to my
last will and testament, in order to leave my interest in the family
home to Wendy, free of any trust.
[signed] Dwight
I also leave each of Emma and Fran $5,000, free of trust.”
3.4

Is this document a valid codicil to Dwight’s last will and testament?
Points)

3.5

Assuming for the purpose of question 3.5 only that the codicil is valid, may a court
recognize the particular legacies of $5,000 to each of Emma and Fran as part of the
codicil? Discuss. (4 Points)

Discuss. (4

[END OF QUESTION 3]
TEST CONTINUES ON NEXT PAGE
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LOUISIANA BAR EXAMINATION
CIVIL CODE II
FEBRUARY 2016

QUESTION 4
(10 POINTS)
Multiple choice questions, each worth 2 points, tested the following areas of the law:
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5

Collation
Form of testaments
Dispensation from collation
Devolution of separate property
Form of trusts

Page6f6
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LOUISIANA BAR EXAMINATION
CIVIL CODE III
FEBRUARY 2016
QUESTION 1
(25 POINTS TOTAL)
In January, 2015, Pam purchased a residential condominium unit for a purchase price of
$300,000 in accordance with an act of cash sale containing the following provisions:
THE CONDOMINIUM UNIT IS SOLD “AS IS, WHERE IS”, WITHOUT ANY
WARRANTY OR REPRESENTATION WHATSOEVER WITH RESPECT TO
THE CONDITION OF THE CONDOMINIUM UNIT OR WITH RESPECT TO
ANY OF THE COMMON ELEMENTS OF THE CONDOMINIUM PROPERTY,
OR ANY OF THE COMPONENT PARTS OF EITHER THE CONDOMINIUM
UNIT OR THE COMMON ELEMENTS, AND WITHOUT WARRANTY
WHATSOEVER WITH RESPECT TO THE FITNESS OF THE CONDOMINIUM
UNIT OR THE COMMON ELEMENTS FOR ANY PURPOSE.
NO
REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTIES WITH RESPECT TO ANY OF THE
FOREGOING ARE MADE, ALL OF THEM BEING EXPRESSLY WAIVED
AND DISCLAIMED.
PURCHASER HEREBY WAIVES ANY RIGHT TO SUE FOR RETURN OR
REDUCTION OF THE PURCHASE PRICE AS A RESULT OF THE
CONDITION OF THE UNIT DESCRIBED HEREIN OR THE CONDOMINIUM
PROPERTY OR AS A RESULT OF THEIR UNFITNESS FOR ANY PURPOSE.
Prior to the sale, Pam inspected the condominium unit, accompanied by Carla, the seller’s
exclusive sales agent. During the inspection, Pam was also shown the condominium’s pool and
hot tub directly above the unit on the roof of the building. At the end of the inspection of the unit
and surroundings, Pam asked Carla if there had been any problems with the structural soundness
of the unit. Carla responded by telling Pam that the unit was structurally sound and that there
had been no previous problems with the roof or leaks into the unit from the roof or from the pool
or hot tub. At the time of this inspection and throughout the sale negotiations, Pam’s only
contact with the seller was through Carla, who had begun representing the seller on December 1,
2014.
Three months after Pam’s purchase of the unit, water began to leak through the ceiling of
Pam’s unit, causing extensive damage to the interior of the unit and Pam’s furnishings. Pam
promptly contacted the seller and told him about the leaks and the damage. This was the first
time Pam had ever spoken with the seller, who assured Pam that he would repair the problem.
After numerous failed attempts to repair the problem, the seller informed Pam on June 1, 2015
that the problem had been repaired.
On February 1, 2016, Pam was awakened to the sound of moving water. Unfortunately,
Pam discovered that the roof was leaking badly and that there was standing water in her unit.
The seller, upon learning about the water damage, told Pam that he would not do her any more
favors, reminding her that she had purchased the unit “as is, where is”.
Pam is now convinced that the leaks are caused by the pool and hot tub on the roof of the
building. Also, she has learned that, in October 2014, the seller had spent $250,000 to repair the
roof of the building and water damage to all top floors of the building caused by leaks from the
pool. Carla was not informed of these repairs or of the prior problems with the unit.

TEST CONTINUES ON NEXT PAGE
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1.1

20 pts As of today, does Pam have a claim against the seller under the law of sales, and
what are the requirements for such a claim under the Civil Code? What remedies
and damages are available to Pam under the law of sales, and what potential
defenses are available to the seller in connection with Pam’s action under the law
of sales? Discuss.

1.2

5 pts

Does Pam have a valid claim against the seller on the basis of fraud, and what are
the seller’s potential defenses to such a claim? Discuss.

[End of Question 1]

TEST CONTINUES ON NEXT PAGE
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LOUISIANA BAR EXAMINATION
CIVIL CODE III
FEBRUARY 2016
QUESTION 2
(30 POINTS TOTAL)
Note A, 2008 Mortgage
Greg and Jane are the sole members of Org, LLC (“Org”). In June of 2008, Org
borrowed the sum of $50,000 from Marty. The loan was evidenced by a written promissory note
by Org in the amount of $50,000 dated June 1, 2008 (“Note A”) payable to the order of Marty,
with interest payable monthly on the first of each month and with a final payment of all
outstanding principal and interest due on June 1, 2013. Org’s execution of Note A and its
borrowing of the loan from Marty were duly and properly authorized by the written consent of
Greg and Jane as the sole members of Org. At the time of execution of Note A, Greg executed a
written guaranty in favor of Marty by which Greg personally guaranteed all present and future
indebtedness of Org to Marty. This guaranty has not been released nor revoked. In addition, at
the same time, Greg executed and delivered a duly authentic written mortgage in favor of Marty,
which was accepted by Marty in writing, in which Greg, in order to secure Note A, granted a
mortgage “over all of my property in Louisiana west of the Mississippi River”, with no further
description. This mortgage (the “2008 Mortgage”) was duly recorded in the mortgage records of
Caddo Parish, where Greg owned several farms. Caddo Parish is west of the Mississippi River.
About a month after this loan was made, Jane called Marty and left a message on his
phone message system assuring Marty that Note A would be paid and that Jane personally
guaranteed payment of Note A.
Mandate
In April of 2009, Jane, as principal, executed a written mandate in favor of Greg as
mandatary. The mandate, which was in authentic form and accepted by Greg, provided that Jane
granted to Greg the full power and authority “to incur debts in the name of Jane as obligor, to
bind Jane as surety for any indebtedness of any other person, to draw and endorse notes on
Jane’s behalf, and to alienate, acquire, mortgage, encumber or lease any of Jane's present or
future property to secure any debts of Jane or of any other person or entity”. No specific parcel
of property was described in the written mandate. The mandate was not recorded. It has never
been revoked.
Note B, Note C
In June of 2012, Org obtained two additional loans from Marty. One of these loans, in
the amount of $75,000, was evidenced by a written promissory note in the amount of $75,000
dated June 1, 2012 (“Note B”) by Org payable to the order of Marty due in one installment of
principal and all accrued interest on December 31, 2013. The other loan, in the amount of
$100,000, was evidenced by a written promissory note in the amount of $100,000 dated June 1,
2012 (“Note C”) by Org payable on demand to the order of Marty. Both Note B and Note C
were properly authorized and duly executed and delivered on behalf of Org.

TEST CONTINUES ON NEXT PAGE
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2012 Mortgage, Guaranty
In June of 2012 Greg executed and delivered to Marty a written mortgage, duly signed by
Greg on Jane’s behalf as her mandatary, in which Jane granted a mortgage (the “2012
Mortgage”) on a subdivision lot owned by Jane in Rapides Parish to secure all present and future
indebtedness of Greg to Marty up to a secured limit of $50,000,000. The mortgage, which was
not witnessed or notarized and was not signed by Marty, was duly recorded in June of 2012 in
the mortgage records of Rapides Parish, Louisiana, and contained a full and complete description
of the subdivision lot. At the same time, Greg executed a written guaranty by Jane in favor
Marty in which Jane guaranteed the full payment and performance of Note B.
In January 2015, Marty and Org (acting through Jane, who was duly authorized to act on
its behalf) entered into a note modification agreement, in which Note C was converted from a
demand note to a note payable in full on January 1, 2016, at an increased interest rate. Greg was
not aware of this modification at the time it was made.
Greg.

In January of 2016, Marty demanded payment in full of Notes A, B and C from Org and
He also demanded that Jane pay Notes A and B.

Sale of Greg’s Caddo Parish Farms
On February 1, 2016, Greg sold all of his Caddo Parish farms to a third party purchaser for cash
in a properly recorded written act of sale signed by Greg. The 2008 Mortgage was not
mentioned in the act of sale.
2.1

4 pts

Is the 2008 Mortgage executed by Greg effective against the third party purchaser
who purchased Greg’s Caddo Parish farms in 2016? Discuss.

2.2

3 pts

Did Jane’s telephone message left for Marty in July of 2008 create an effective
suretyship of Note A? Discuss.

2.3

5 pts

As of today, has any portion of the principal or interest due under Note A
prescribed? As of today, has any portion of the principal or interest due under
Note B prescribed? Discuss.

2.4

6 pts

Is the guaranty Greg executed in 2008 a commercial, legal or ordinary suretyship?
Has Marty’s right to recovery under Greg’s guaranty been impaired by any
subsequent actions of Marty? Discuss.

2.5

8 pts

Was the mortgage granted by Greg as Jane’s mandatary on the Rapides Parish
subdivision lot proper as to form? Does the mortgage effectively encumber the
lot as security for Greg’s guaranty of the debts of Org? Discuss.

2.6

4 pts

Was the guaranty executed by Greg in 2012 as Jane’s mandatary effective to bind
Jane to pay Note B? Discuss.

[End of Question 2]

TEST CONTINUES ON NEXT PAGE
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LOUISIANA BAR EXAMINATION
CIVIL CODE III
FEBRUARY 2016
QUESTION 3
(29 POINTS TOTAL)
PART A (13 POINTS)
Stan is in the business of selling and leasing motorcycles and mopeds for ordinary use on
streets and highways. Alex has a French Quarter tourist business that uses mopeds. On average,
Alex purchases 100 mopeds for use in his business during the year.
Stan approached Alex to discuss a possible agreement under which Stan would be
granted the exclusive right to sell mopeds to Alex during a three-year period, with an initial order
of ten mopeds. Stan mailed a written offer to Alex, offering to sell Stan’s top of the line moped
to Alex, including the initial ten mopeds, for a fixed price of $1,000 per moped over the threeyear term in consideration for Alex's agreement to make Stan his exclusive vendor of mopeds.
Alex received the written offer, which did not specify any deadline to accept, on November 1,
2015.
A week later, Alex signed the written offer, confirming his agreement to all of the terms
provided by Stan, but he added a written addendum requiring all mopeds to be a certain base
color offered by the manufacturer, and specifying Alex’s place of business as the required
location to deliver the mopeds. Alex mailed the written offer back to Stan on November 8, 2015.
The next day, November 9, 2015, Alex sent an email to Stan, at the email address Stan
had provided, rescinding everything that Alex had stated in his letter. Before reading the email,
Stan received Alex’s letter containing the written offer, which he promptly accepted and signed.
He placed his initials next to the additional terms added by Alex.
After reading the email later that day, Stan telephoned Alex, who informed Stan that Alex
had received a better offer, that the contract had been properly rescinded, and that Alex had no
intention of performing or of purchasing any mopeds from Stan. Stan told Alex that Stan had
already purchased, and was ready to deliver, the initial ten mopeds, in the base color requested
by Alex. Nevertheless, Alex made clear that he would not accept them. A few days later, Stan
sent Alex notice of his intent to sell the ten mopeds at a public sale in thirty days. Stan did not
provide Alex any additional notice of default or notice to perform. Shortly after the 30-day
period expired, Stan sold the ten mopeds at the public sale at a loss of $100 each. Following the
public sale of the ten mopeds, Stan filed suit against Alex for specific performance and breach of
contract.
3.1

5 pts

Did a valid contractual agreement arise between Stan and Alex? Discuss.

3.2

4 pts

Was Stan authorized to sell without judicial seizure and sale the ten mopeds Stan
had purchased for Alex? Is he entitled to collect damages for the loss he
experienced in selling them at the public sale? Discuss. For purposes of this
Question 3.2, you should assume that a valid contractual agreement arose between
Stan and Alex.

3.3

4 pts

In his action against Alex, will Stan be entitled to recovery of any damages in
addition to the loss on the ten mopeds? Discuss. Is Stan entitled to recover
non-pecuniary damages against Alex? Discuss. For purposes of this Question
3.3, you should assume that a valid contractual agreement arose between Stan and
Alex.

TEST CONTINUES ON NEXT PAGE
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PART B (10 POINTS)
On December 1, 2015, Mark, who was in the business of leasing motorcycles to others,
leased a motorcycle to Larry for a five-week period ending on January 8, 2016 at a rent of $10
per day. One week after leasing the motorcycle, Larry noticed a steering problem that occurred
only at high speeds, and promptly brought the motorcycle back to Mark for repair. The
motorcycle was repaired in three days and then returned to Larry at his home in the evening.
Larry was without use of the motorcycle for a total of three days. Larry used the motorcycle for
the next several weeks, but, on January 19, 2016, Larry returned the motorcycle to Mark. At the
time of the return, he told Mark that he was very disappointed with the motorcycle, not only as a
result of the steering work, but because it did not go faster than 100 miles per hour, even after the
repairs, despite the fact that the speedometer could register speeds as high as 150 miles per hour.
Mark responded that the legal speed limit was far less than 100 miles per hour. Larry refused to
pay any rent for the motorcycle. He failed to answer a demand letter from Mark giving him until
January 31, 2016 to pay the rent due. On February 4, 2016, Mark filed suit against Larry for
unpaid rent for the period from December 1, 2015 through January 19, 2016, as well as for the
cost of the repairs that Mark had made to the motorcycle, which Mark alleges were necessitated
by Larry’s operation of the motorcycle at speeds far in excess of its design capacities.
3.4

4 pts

3.5 6 pts

Was Larry’s lease reconducted, and if so, for what additional term? Discuss.
Was Mark in breach of his warranties with respect to his lease of the motorcycle
to Larry? Discuss. Does Larry have any defenses to Mark's suit to collect
unpaid rent? Discuss. Is Larry liable for the costs of the repairs to the
motorcycle? Discuss.

PART C (6 POINTS)
In November of 2015, Roy notified his landlord, Laura, in writing that Roy was electing
to exercise his option to purchase the commercial building that Roy had been leasing from Laura
for over fifteen years under a twenty-year lease commencing in 2000 and ending in 2020. The
option, which was contained in the written lease that was signed by Roy and Laura and included
a full and complete legal description of the property, granted to Roy the right to purchase the
property at any time during the lease term for a purchase price of $500,000 plus an amount equal
to the net profit from Roy’s business on the property during the three-year period immediately
prior to the exercise of the option.

3.6

3 pts

Did the lease grant to Roy a valid option to purchase the property and, if so, was
that option still valid in November 2015? Discuss.

Laura sold the property to Roy for $750,000 in December of 2015. Laura brought an
action in February 2016 to rescind the sale on the basis of lesion. The property had an actual
fair market value of $500,000 at the time the lease was executed and $1,600,000 at the time of
the sale.
3.7

3 pts

Is Laura’s action likely to succeed? Discuss.

[End of Question 2]
TEST CONTINUES ON NEXT PAGE
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QUESTION 4
(16 POINTS TOTAL)
Multiple choice questions, each worth 2 points, tested the following areas of the law:

4.1

privileges

4.2

risk of loss in sale of movables

4.3

conventional subrogation

4.4

sale of litigious rights

4.5

permissible term of lease

4.6

management of the affairs of another

4.7

rights of a surety that is not notified of defense

4.8

sales of a certain and limited body of land
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LOUISIANA BAR EXAMINATION
CONSTITUTIONAL LAW
FEBRUARY, 2016
WARNING
The following are not issues on the Constitutional Law Examination: mootness, ripeness,
political question, case or controversy, standing, vagueness, or justiciability. NO CREDIT
WILL BE GIVEN FOR DISCUSSION OF THESE ISSUES IN ANY OF THE THREE
QUESTIONS.
Question Number One is worth 34 points; Question Number Two is worth 33 points;
Question Three is worth 33 points.

QUESTION ONE – (34 points)
In 2014, Dylan was awarded a three-year contract to provide legal services to City for
2015, 2016, and 2017.

Dylan performed legal services for City in 2015 and was compensated

Also during 2015, Dylan represented the minority-owner of City’s professional

accordingly.

soccer team against the majority-owner of the team.

Dylan’s client, the minority-owner,

wanted to have the majority-owner declared incompetent and be allowed to take over the
running of the team and move it to another city.

The citizens of City passionately love their

professional soccer team, and so sentiment towards the minority-owner and Dylan was
unfavorable.
While representing another client, Dylan was accused of violating the Code of Ethics and
in 2015 he was sanctioned by the Louisiana Supreme Court for unethical conduct.

In early

2016, citing corruption in connection with City contracts, the City Council for City introduced
ACT 101 (“ACT”), which read as follows:
ACT 101
In connection with the recent study of City’s Inspector
General, which gives City an “F” as it relates to corruption
involving City contracts,
This ACT establishes that a person who has been fined,
sanctioned, or convicted of any ethical violation by the governing
board of that person’s profession or by any court shall not be
awarded a contract with City for a period of 2 years after the fine,
sanction, or conviction.
Violation of this ACT shall result in the immediate
termination of the person’s contract with City.

The City Council adopted the ACT, and citing ACT 101 Dylan’s contract was
immediately terminated with City Council referencing Dylan’s prior sanction by the Louisiana
Supreme Court.
What constitutional arguments, if any, can Dylan raise in a challenge to ACT 101
and is he likely to succeed? Discuss.
IN ADDITION TO THE ISSUES EXCLUDED IN THE WARNING SECTION ABOVE,
PLEASE DO NOT DISCUSS EQUAL PROTECTION OR BILL OF ATTAINDER.
[TEST CONTINUES ON NEXT PAGE.]
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QUESTION TWO – (33 points)
In early 2015, the mineral SLM was discovered.
causes the average adult to lose 25% of their body fat.

It is a mineral that, when ingested,
A few companies in the 5 states where

SLM was plentiful began manufacturing processed SLM and making it available to consumers
by direct shipping from the manufacturing plant via phone or internet orders. Processed SLM
was approved by the Federal Drug Administration (FDA) and actually produced the very results
it was purported to produce.
Mineral SLM is found in limited areas in Louisiana. To capitalize on this growing
market, Devin formed DEV, Inc. (DEV), a SLM processing corporation, in Louisiana. DEV
purchased a tract of land in Louisiana where SLM was found to be plentiful, and established a
processing plant and a distribution company. Using essentially the same processing formula as
the other out-of-state companies, DEV packaged and sold its product as “Fat Buster.”
Devin persuaded the Louisiana Legislature to enact a law prohibiting the import of SLM,
in any form, into Louisiana.

The act is called the SLM Reservation Act; its stated purpose is,

given the state of the economy in Louisiana, to encourage Louisiana consumers to buy
Louisiana products.
Rocky is a resident of a small town in Louisiana.

He has been overweight his entire life

and is ecstatic about the effect SLM could have on his life. He decided to purchase SLM via
the internet.

He found DEV’s Fat Buster online, but after perusing other websites that

mentioned SLM, he found one in Tuscaloosa, Alabama with discounted prices. Rocky placed
his order online with the Alabama company, called Crimson Cleanser, Inc., only to be told that
Louisiana state law precluded direct shipment of out-of-state SLM.
What constitutional arguments, if any, can Rocky and Crimson Cleanser, Inc.
raise and are they likely to succeed?

Discuss.

IN ADDITION TO THE ISSUES EXCLUDED IN THE WARNING SECTION
ABOVE, PLEASE DO NOT DISCUSS PROCEDURAL OR SUBSTANTIVE DUE PROCESS.

[TEST CONTINUES ON NEXT PAGE.]
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QUESTION THREE – (33 points)
During her campaign, the Governor expressed a significant amount of concern relative to
radicals being in state government jobs “until we can figure out what is going on with them.”
Upon her election, the Governor’s first act was to convene a special task force to determine how
to “recruit and retain the most efficient and professional employees to work for the various state
agencies.” Citing the findings of the Governor’s special task force, the Louisiana Legislature
enacted Proposition “A” (“Prop A”).

Prop A established a dress code policy for all state

employees. Specifically, the legislation prohibited state employees from wearing the following
items of clothing: “tee-shirts, shorts, jeans, mini-skirts, clothes with lettering or wording, and
hats or head coverings of any kind.”
Lisa is employed as a security checkpoint operator at the State Capital Building. She is
a Muslim and, per her faith, is required to wear a head scarf when in public.

On several

occasions, visitors to the State Capital Building have expressed outrage and panic when they see
Lisa at the security checkpoint.

The Governor has received letters of complaint regarding

Lisa’s employment and her having a gun.

Her supervisor informed her that many visitors found

her head scarf offensive and lodged several complaints. She has further informed her that her
head scarf was in violation of Prop A.
Carroll is a devout Christian and is employed as an accountant with the State.

She wears

a very conservative blazer with a logo of a cross visibly sewn into the lapel with the words,
“Jesus Saves” emblazoned underneath the cross.
her religion.

Carroll is not required to wear this blazer per

Carroll’s blazer was becoming the talk of the workplace, as everyone who saw it

thought it was beautiful.

However, Robert, an athiest, said he found the logo offensive, and

Carroll was informed that her blazer was in violation of Prop A.
What constitutional arguments, if any, can Lisa and Carroll raise to challenge Prop A,
and are they likely to succeed? Discuss.
IN ADDITION TO THE ISSUES EXCLUDED IN THE WARNING SECTION ABOVE,
PLEASE DO NOT DISCUSS PROCEDURAL OR SUBSTANTIVE DUE PROCESS.

[END OF CONSTITUTIONAL LAW TEST.]
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LOUISIANA BAR EXAMINATION
CRIMINAL LAW, PROCEDURE AND EVIDENCE
FEBRUARY 2016

QUESTION 1
(40 POINTS)
Billy and Steven, friends and roommates, had over the years become severely addicted to
methamphetamine (“meth”). To keep up their habit, they would steal things for Billy’s meth
dealer, Adam, in exchange for more meth. One morning, Billy and Steven discovered they had
run out of meth so Steven asked Billy to contact Adam and see if he had a job they could do to
get some more. In response to Steven’s request, Billy texted Adam, who replied with an address,
a description of the house at that address, and a picture of a lawn mower. After receiving Adam’s
text, Billy and Steven drove to the house, took the lawn mower from a shed in the backyard, and
then went to deliver the lawn mower to Adam at his house.
Upon arriving at Adam’s house, Billy, Steven, and Adam unloaded the lawn mower and
put it in a shed in Adam’s backyard. Billy and Adam then went inside the house to settle up and
Steven walked back to the truck to wait for Billy. Once inside, Adam told Billy he could sit on
the sofa in the living room. Adam said he would be right back after he got Billy’s meth from his
bedroom. Adam went into his bedroom and started to separate the meth he was going to give
Billy when he figured out a way to keep his drugs and the lawn mower. A few minutes later
Adam emerged from the bedroom wielding a pistol, pointed it at Billy, and yelled for Billy to
leave the house. Billy stood up from the couch and told Adam he wasn’t leaving until he got
some meth. Adam again yelled for Billy to leave the house. When Billy again refused, Adam
shot him in the leg. Adam then bent down, held the pistol to Billy’s forehead, and told him to
leave or have his head blown off. Billy limped out of the house and stumbled back to the truck
and Steven proceeded to take him to the emergency room.
What crimes, if any, have been committed by:
1. Billy and Steven? Discuss.
2. Adam? Discuss.

[End of Question 1]
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QUESTION 2
(40 POINTS)
Assume all facts in Question 1, in addition to the following.
After Billy and Steven arrived at the emergency room, the hospital staff quickly called
the police and reported a shooting victim. When police officers arrived, Billy told the officers
that he and Steven had driven to Adam’s house just to hang out. Then, after he and Steven had
been hanging out with Adam for a while, Adam accidentally shot him in the leg while Adam was
showing him a new gun. Steven told the police the same story. Billy and Steven also denied the
incident was drug related. In response, the officers told Billy and Steven that they had a few
more questions for them and requested Billy and Steven come to the police station to provide
formal video statements. Billy and Steven obliged and followed the officers to the police station
to give statements.
Upon arrival at the police station, the officers placed Steven into a holding cell and told
him they would return once they finished with Billy’s statement. The officers then escorted Billy
down the hallway into an interrogation room. After being properly advised as to his rights under
Miranda, Billy waived his rights and agreed to speak to the officers. The officers then questioned
Billy for 3 hours during which time Steven remained in the holding cell. While waiting for the
officers to finish their questioning of Billy, Steven requested permission to use the restroom from
one of the officers at the station, who told Steven that he did not have authority to let him out of
the holding cell and that he would have to wait for the other officers to return from interviewing
Billy. During his statement, Billy refused to admit to any wrongdoing and stuck to the same story
he had previously given to the officers at the hospital.
Following Billy’s interview, the officers returned to the holding cell to get Steven. After
allowing him to use the restroom, the officers escorted Steven to the interrogation room. The
officers advised Steven of his rights per Miranda and he agreed to waive his rights and speak
with the officers. The officers then told Steven that Billy had told them everything and that they
now knew the truth. In response, Steven quickly confessed and told the officers he and Billy had
stolen a lawn mower for Adam so that he and Billy could obtain more meth from Adam. Steven
also told the officers when Adam decided not to pay and Billy refused to leave without the meth,
Adam shot Billy in the leg. Steven and Billy were both arrested following Steven’s interview.
Once the officers finished booking Steven and Billy at the jail, they went to a local judge
and obtained a search warrant for Adam’s house as well as an arrest warrant for Adam. The
application for the search warrant as well as the arrest warrant affidavit were based entirely on
the information obtained from Steven during his statement at the jail. During the search of
Adam’s home, officers found the lawn mower in the shed as well as a large amount of meth in
Adam’s bedroom. Adam was arrested without incident, taken to the jail and booked on several
charges. While booking Adam into the jail, officers recovered Adam’s cell phone, searched the
phone, and located text messages between Adam and Billy discussing the lawn mower. The
prosecutors intend to use Steven’s confession, the lawn mower, the meth, and the text messages
obtained from Adam’s cell phone, against Billy, Steven and Adam at their respective trials.
Please address the following questions (10 points each).
2.1

What state and/or federal constitutional bases, if any, for challenging the admissibility of
Billy’s initial statements to the officers while at the hospital, might be asserted by the
defendants? Discuss.

2.2

What state and/or federal constitutional bases, if any, for challenging the admissibility of
Steven’s statement to the officers at the police station might be asserted by the
defendants? Discuss.

2.3

What state and/or federal constitutional bases, if any, for challenging the admissibility of
the seizure of the lawn mower and methamphetamine, might be asserted by the
defendants? Discuss.

2.4

What state and/or federal constitutional bases, if any, for challenging the admissibility of
the text messages seized from Adam’s cell phone might be asserted by the defendants?
Discuss.
[End of Question 2]
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LOUISIANA BAR EXAMINATION
CRIMINAL LAW, PROCEDURE AND EVIDENCE
FEBRUARY 2016

QUESTION 3
(20 Points)
Multiple choice questions, each worth 2 points, tested the following areas of the law:
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6
3.7
3.8
3.9
3.10

Preliminary Examination
Testimonial Privilege
Instituting Prosecution
Suppressing Evidence
Bill of Particulars
Change of Venue
Judgment of Acquittal
Subject of witness testimony
Post-Verdict Judgment of Acquittal
Writ of Habeas Corpus

30

LOUISIANA BAR EXAMINATION
FEDERAL JURISDICTION AND PROCEDURE
FEBRUARY 2016

QUESTION 1
(30 Points)
Rose, a Colorado (CO) citizen and professional downhill skier, recently began training
for the 2018 Winter Olympics. Due to her previous success in the sport, Rose had amassed
numerous sponsorships, including SkiDrone, the world's most innovative aerial drone device
designed to film live sporting events while hovering in close proximity to the individual being
filmed.
Unfortunately, during a recent qualifying event in Colorado in which the SkiDrone was
being used to film Rose, a malfunction in the SkiDrone's motor caused the drone to crash. This
distraction caused Rose to lose her balance and fall, resulting in severe damage to Rose's back
and knee. Rose's injuries have forced her to retire from skiing.
After meeting with her attorney, Rose discovered that SkiDrones are manufactured by
Drone Designs, LLC (DD), a Louisiana limited liability company, which specializes in the
design, manufacturing and sale of drones. All of DD's management and design team are located
in Louisiana, where it also distributes products. Ethan, a Louisiana citizen, owns a 95% interest
in DD. However, Ethan recently moved to Salt Lake City, Utah to assist DD in opening a Utah
location but plans to return to Louisiana once that location is opened.
The remaining 5% of DD is owned by Innovative Parts, Inc. (IPI), a corporation
organized in Delaware and owned by four shareholders who all live in Colorado. IPI has
warehouses in Texas, Colorado, and Louisiana, and has a dispatcher in its Texas warehouse
which directs all shipments from all warehouses. More than 60% of IPI's products are sold in
Colorado and the majority of its employees work in the Colorado warehouse. The business
office and management staff are located in the Texas facility.
Alleging a defect in the design of the SkiDrone, Rose filed suit against DD in a Louisiana
federal court seeking $300,000.00 in damages. After receiving notice of the suit, DD was
informed that by retiring from skiing, Rose was in breach of her sponsorship contract with
SkiDrone, and immediately filed a $60,000.00 counterclaim against Rose for breach of contract.
Questions 1.1 - 1.4 are based on the above facts.
15 pts.

1.1

Does the federal court have subject-matter jurisdiction over Rose's
complaint and DD's counter-claim against Rose? Discuss.

Assume for Questions. 1.2 – 1.4 that the case remains pending in Louisiana federal court.
5 pts.

1.2

More than a year after the suit was filed, and after an answer has been
filed and much discovery has been conducted, Ethan moved to Colorado.
DD then filed a motion to dismiss for lack of subject-matter jurisdiction
arguing that diversity no longer existed between the parties. Should the
court grant DD's motion to dismiss? Discuss.

5 pts.

1.3

Ethan, on behalf of DD, met with an attorney to discuss a defense to
Rose's lawsuit. The attorney asked Ethan to gather all paperwork and
records DD had related to the SkiDrone and to send them to the attorney.
Ethan later delivered the business records to the attorney along with a
letter in which Ethan explained why DD believed the SkiDrone had a
faulty design defect. The attorney reviewed the records and determined
that they would not be useful to a defense of the lawsuit.
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Rose served DD with a request for production of documents that asked for
"all correspondence, emails, or business records of any kind that reference
or are related to the SkiDrone." In response to Rose's discovery request,
must DD produce (1) the letter from Ethan or (2) the business records DD
delivered to its attorney?
5 pts.

1.4

The parties disagree over whether Rose's sponsorship contract with
SkiDrone should be interpreted under the laws of Louisiana or Colorado.
The Louisiana conflict of law provision states that the contract should be
interpreted under the laws of the state where performance is to be
delivered, which in this case is Colorado. The Colorado conflict of law
provision states that a contract should be interpreted under the laws of the
state where it is executed, which in this case was Louisiana. Does the
Louisiana or Colorado conflict of laws provision govern the dispute?
Discuss.
[END OF QUESTION 1]

QUESTION 2
(25 Points)
On February 14, 2014, Hank, a Louisiana citizen, entered Bud’s Meats, a small grocery
store located in Caddo Parish, Louisiana. Bud’s Meats is owned and operated by Jorg Industries,
Inc. (“Jorg Inc.”), a Texas corporation that owns many such grocery stores and has its principal
place of business in Oklahoma. Bud Jorgenlen owns 100% of the stock of Jorg Inc. The store’s
butcher, Ed, was on duty at the time acting also as its assistant manager. Ed is a citizen of
Louisiana.
Upon entering the store Hank proceeded to the deli when he tripped and fell over a
display of Sour Punch, a beverage distributed and stocked in the store by Lou, an employee of
Yukon, LLC. Yukon is an Arkansas LLC with its sole principal being Lorne, a citizen of North
Dakota. After being summoned to the scene Ed discovered that Lou, when setting up the display,
did not properly assemble the platform on which the Sour Punch was stacked, causing a portion
of the assembly to stick out into the aisle of the store.
After receiving immediate treatment for knee pain and missing several days of work,
Hank continued with physical therapy. Believing his injuries to be minor, Hank and his attorney
spoke informally with counsel for Jorg Inc. about settling for payment of Hank’s medical
expenses and lost wages in the amount of $25,000. The parties were unable to resolve their
issues, so Hank filed suit against Jorg Inc. in the First Judicial District, Caddo Parish, Louisiana,
on February 1, 2015. Hank served Jorg, Inc. through its registered agent for service of process on
February 15, 2015. Hank brought his suit under LA. R.S 9:2800.6 which imposes upon a
merchant a duty to exercise reasonable care to keep the aisles, passageways and floors in a
reasonably safe condition for persons who use its premises and alleged that Jorg Inc.’s failure to
do so rendered it liable to Hank for damages.
Hank also named Ed as a defendant; he alleges that Ed failed to properly supervise those
responsible for Hank’s injuries. However, he withheld service of process on Ed as they were
very good friends. Finally Hank also named Yukon as a defendant; he alleges that its employee,
Lou, similarly failed to keep the aisle in a reasonably safe condition and that Yukon was liable to
him for his injuries. Yukon was served with process on February 29, 2015.
TEST CONTINUES ON NEXT PAGE
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On March 18, 2015, counsel for Jorg Inc. received an e-mail from Hank’s attorney.
Attached to the e-mail is a report from Hank’s treating physician indicating the results of a recent
MRI showing extensive damage to the interior of Hank’s knee, which will require expensive
surgery to repair and necessitate that Hank miss several weeks of work for recovery. This
surgery, according to the report, could also prevent Hank from returning to his current
occupation (lumber worker).
On April 1, 2015, counsel for Jorg Inc. filed a Notice of Removal in the United States
District Court for the Western District of Louisiana, Shreveport Division; Caddo Parish is
included in that division. Counsel alleged that diversity jurisdiction existed, that the notice was
timely filed, and that Yukon consented to the removal as evidenced by an e-mail from counsel
for Yukon to counsel for Jorg Inc. stating that Yukon consented; a copy of this e-mail was
attached to the Notice.
Questions 2.1 - 2.4 are based upon the foregoing facts.
(10 pts)

2.1

Has Jorg Inc. followed the proper procedure for removal? Discuss.

(5 pts)

2.2

Hank would like this matter to stay in state court and has asked his
attorney to do what he can to make that so. What should Hank’s counsel
file to accomplish this goal? What should counsel argue as the basis for
this filing, what remedies would be available, and how should Jorg Inc.
respond?

(5 pts)

2.3

Assume the matter remains in federal court. Yukon, which has yet to file
any responsive pleadings, believes that it should be dismissed from this
case because it maintains that it is not a “merchant” as defined by the law
under which plaintiff sued. What should Yukon file to raise this issue and
is it likely to succeed? Discuss.

(5 pts)

2.4

Jorg Inc., which has filed responsive pleadings, believes it has information
from Ed that would show that it did everything it was required to do under
the act sued upon and that it should also be dismissed from the litigation.
What type of pleading should Jorg Inc. file to raise this issue and is it
likely to succeed? Discuss.
[END OF QUESTION 2]

QUESTION 3
(25 Points)
Part A.
Tex, a citizen of Texas, was interested in opening a chain of mattress stores in Louisiana.
He looked for fellow investors and found Al from Alabama and Mona from Montana. The three
investors met in Alabama for three days to finalize the terms of their agreement, which called for
Al and Mona to make monthly capital contributions over the course of the next five years. Tex
was to use the funds to open and stock the Louisiana stores. The contract contemplated ten stores
opening across Louisiana during the first three years, with more to be funded by profits if the
business was successful.
Al is a lifelong citizen of Alabama, but he has owned a hunting camp in Coushatta,
Louisiana for more than 5 years and hunts on it two to four weeks each year. Mona was born in
Louisiana but moved to Montana 30 years ago. She does not have any business connections in
Louisiana other than the stores, but she spends Mardi Gras with her cousins in Lafayette,
Louisiana every year. Both Al and Mona have extensive business investments in Texas and visit
the state often to tend to those businesses. They play no role in the management of the Louisiana
stores other than investment of their capital.
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The stores were not doing well three years into the arrangement. Al and Mona accused
Tex of breaching their agreement by not producing timely and accurate financial reports, and
they stopped making monthly payments. Tex decides to sue Al and Mona each for $100,000,
representing the remaining payments due under the agreement.
Tex filed the complaint against Al and Mona in a Louisiana federal court.
15 pts.

3.1

May the Louisiana federal court exercise over Al:
(a) general personal jurisdiction? Discuss.
(b) specific personal jurisdiction? Discuss.
May the Louisiana federal court exercise over Mona:
(a) general personal jurisdiction? Discuss.
(b) specific personal jurisdiction? Discuss.

Part B.
Dan is the lawyer for Speedy Delivery Service (Speedy), which was sued in federal court
for damages related to an auto accident.
Questions 3.2 - 3.3 are based upon the foregoing facts.
5 pts.

3.2

Dan’s initial disclosures are due soon, so he reviewed his files to assess
what items he must disclose as part of that procedure. He found:
(1)

A certified copy of a 2013 conviction of the plaintiff for
aggravated assault;

(2)

The name and contact information for John, an eyewitness who
saw the accident and said Speedy’s driver was 100% at fault
because he ran a stop sign;

(3)

A copy of Speedy’s auto liability policy with a $25,000 deductible;
and

(4)

A computation by Speedy’s own expert economist about the
possible value of the lost wages the plaintiff driver may claim.

Explain whether Dan must disclose each item as part of his Rule 26 initial
disclosures.
5 pts.

3.3

Speedy’s attorney, Dan, sent a letter to the plaintiff’s lawyer and
suggested that counsel hold a conference to develop a proposed discovery
plan pursuant to Rule 26(f). Plaintiff’s lawyer instead served notices of 15
depositions of Speedy’s employees who are believed to have witnessed or
have information regarding the accident.
What procedural grounds, if any, might Speedy’s attorney raise to object
to the depositions? Explain.

[END OF QUESTION 3]

TEST CONTINUES ON NEXT PAGE
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QUESTION 4
(20 points)

Multiple choice questions, each worth 2 points, tested the following areas of the law:
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
4.6
4.7
4.8
4.9
4.10

Personal Jurisdiction – Waiver
Venue
Appeal
Removal – Remand
Personal Jurisdiction
Rule 56 – Motion for Summary Judgment
Rule 11 – Sanctions
Venue – District Court Location
Rule 50 – Judgment as a Matter of Law
Interpleader
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LOUISIANA BAR EXAMINATION
LOUISIANA CODE OF CIVIL PROCEDURE
FEBRUARY 2016
QUESTION 1
(25 POINTS)
Part A
1.1

4 pts

When a lawyer signs a pleading filed for a client in Louisiana state courts, what
does the lawyer certify personally?

1.2

8pts

What are the state court pleadings to which the lawyer’s certification applies?

1.3

5 pts

What sanctions may a Louisiana state court judge impose, and against whom, for
violations of the lawyer's certification?
Part B

1.4

8pts

In a Louisiana state court, injured Plaintiff sued Manufacturer, the manufacturer
of a product alleged to be the cause of Plaintiff’s injuries. Manufacturer filed a
declinatory exception asserting that the court lacks personal jurisdiction over
Manufacturer. The exception contained affidavits of Manufacturer’s officers and
attached verified business records that show Manufacturer is a corporation
organized under the laws of India, has offices and manufacturing facilities only in
India, has no offices or employees in Louisiana or elsewhere in the United States,
and has not sold any of its products in Louisiana. Plaintiff propounded
jurisdiction-specific discovery to Manufacturer. Manufacturer then filed a motion
to quash the discovery, seeking an order staying discovery pending the court’s
resolution of its declinatory exception. Plaintiff has opposed the motion to quash.
(a)

How should the court rule on the motion to quash and why?

(b)

Manufacturer’s supporting affidavits and business records show that some
of its products that are exported from India are sold to an importer in New
Jersey, who is permitted in a written agreement with Manufacturer to sell
and distribute the products throughout the United States. Manufacturer’s
records also show that the importer has sold the products in 22 states
through several regional distributors, one of which is located in Texas and
another of which is located in Arkansas. Manufacturer’s product alleged
to have caused Plaintiff’s injuries came from the Texas distributor. Based
on this evidence, how should the court decide the declinatory exception
and why?

[End of Question 1]

TEST CONTINUES ON NEXT PAGE
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QUESTION 2
(25 POINTS)
The following fact pattern applies to the entirety of Question 2:
Plaintiff was injured when the vehicle which he was operating was rear-ended by an 18wheeler operated by Driver and owned by Owner. Driver was acting within the course and
scope of his employment with Owner at the time of the collision. The collision occurred in
Calcasieu Parish. Plaintiff is domiciled in Allen Parish. Driver is domiciled in Tensas Parish.
Owner is a Utah corporation, but it qualified to do business in Louisiana through the Secretary of
State, designating East Baton Rouge Parish as its principal business establishment in its
application to do business. It has appointed a registered agent and has a Louisiana office, both
located in East Baton Rouge Parish.
2.1

7 pts

What parish or parishes would be a proper venue for Plaintiff’s lawsuit against
Driver and Owner? Explain fully.

2.2

4 pts

Suit has been filed by Plaintiff naming Driver and Owner as defendants. Driver
and Owner believe that Plaintiff has filed suit in the wrong venue. What must be
filed to challenge the venue and when must it be filed?

2.3

2 pts

Plaintiff served interrogatories on Driver and Owner with the citation and petition.
Within what period of time must Driver and Owner answer the interrogatories?

2.4

12 pts After the case was tried, the jury returned a verdict in favor of Plaintiff and
against Driver and Owner on Thursday, December 4. The judge instructed
Plaintiff to prepare and furnish to Driver and Owner a proposed judgment based
upon the jury’s verdict pursuant to the Uniform Local Rules. Plaintiff complied,
but Driver and Owner had an objection to the proposed judgment. The judge held
a conference in chambers on Monday, December 29, and prepared a judgment of
his own, to which all parties had objections. The judge then entered the
courtroom and, in the presence of the lawyers for all parties, announced his
judgment, signed the judgment he had prepared, and handed it to the deputy clerk
of court for filing. The judge acknowledged that all parties had objections to the
judgment, and counsel for all parties reiterated and stated those objections on the
record. The sheriff served the notice of the judgment on Friday, January 2.
(a) What is last date on which Driver and Owner can apply for a new trial or
judgment notwithstanding the verdict?
(b) Assuming that Driver and Owner make no application for new trial or judgment
notwithstanding the verdict, how many days and from what date do Driver and
Owner have to file for a suspensive appeal?
(c) How many days, and from what date, do Driver and Owner have to file the
suspensive appeal bond?
(d) How many days, and from what date, do Driver and Owner have to file for a
devolutive appeal?
(e) After expiration of the period permitted for filing a motion for a judgment
notwithstanding the verdict, Driver nevertheless filed a motion for a judgment
notwithstanding the verdict. This motion was denied on January 23. How many
days and from what date do Driver and Owner have to file for a devolutive
appeal?
(f) Plaintiff filed no post-judgment motions but wants to preserve his rights to have
the court of appeal consider his objections to the judgment and modify or revise
it. Driver and Owner have perfected their suspensive appeal, and the record has
been lodged with the court of appeal. What must Plaintiff file and when?
[End of Question 2]
TEST CONTINUES ON NEXT PAGE
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QUESTION 3
(25 POINTS)
The following fact pattern applies to the entirety of Question 3:
A tort suit has been pending in Sabine Parish for six months against Defendant, which is
a Louisiana corporation with its registered office located in Vernon Parish. Plaintiff is a resident
of Sabine Parish. The tort forming the basis of the lawsuit occurred in DeSoto Parish, and all
fact and expert witnesses reside there except Plaintiff. Defendant’s answer was filed five months
ago, asserting no exceptions.
3.1

8pts

Defendant now believes that the suit is pending in the wrong venue and wishes to
contest the venue.
(a)

What steps, if any, can Defendant take to contest the venue in which the suit
is now pending? Explain.

(b)

What steps, if any, can Defendant take to change the venue in which the suit
is now pending? Explain.

3.2

3pts

Plaintiff did not request trial by jury in the original petition. Defendant requested
a trial by jury in its answer, but filed a motion nine months later to withdraw its
request, which was granted. One week later Plaintiff filed a request for trial by
jury. How should the court rule on Plaintiff’s request? Explain.

3.3

4pts

Plaintiff believes that Defendant has relevant and admissible information on
several matters that are necessary to support Plaintiff’s claims. However, Plaintiff
doesn’t know which of Defendant’s officers or employees would be most likely to
have knowledge of these subjects.
(a)

What action should Plaintiff take to obtain the deposition of these witnesses
without knowing their identities?

(b)

What must Defendant do to comply with this action?

3.4

3pts

During discovery, Plaintiff learned that an important witness lives in another
parish, over 100 miles from the courthouse in which the trial is to be held.
Plaintiff wants to present that witness for testimony at trial. Can the witness be
compelled to testify at trial? Explain.

3.5

2pts

Following the initial round of selection of a twelve-person jury, eight potential
jurors remain in the jury box without having been challenged by either party.
Four more potential jurors have been called and have been examined by the judge
and the attorneys. It is again the Defendant’s turn to challenge for cause or to
exercise a peremptory challenge. The Defendant likes the four new potential
jurors but now wants to exercise a peremptory challenge to one of the first eight
jurors. May Defendant do so? Explain.

3.6

5pts

The entire jury has been sworn and accepted. However, before the Plaintiff
begins the presentation of evidence, a juror suddenly remembers that he lacks a
qualification required by law and so advises the judge.
(a)

What, if anything, can be done to challenge this juror or to have the juror
excused?

(b)

If excused, how should his replacement be selected?

[End of Question 3]
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QUESTION 4
(25 POINTS)
4.1

4.2

4.3

4.4

4 pts

6pts

7pts

8pts

Defendant failed to respond to discovery propounded by Plaintiff. Plaintiff filed a
motion to compel discovery, and, after a hearing on the motion, the judge ordered
Defendant to respond to the discovery within 15 days. Defendant has still failed
to respond to the discovery.
(a)

What action should Plaintiff take?

(b)

What may the judge order in response? Describe any three actions for full
credit.

Believing that a jury verdict in favor of Plaintiff was contrary to the law and
contrary to the evidence, Defendant timely filed a motion for a new trial on the
ground the verdict was contrary to the evidence. Defendant also timely filed a
motion for judgment notwithstanding the verdict on the ground that the evidence
was insufficient as a matter of law.
(a)

What are the standards that the judge should use in analyzing the jury’s
verdict in order to determine the availability of a new trial?

(b)

What are the standards that the judge should use in analyzing the jury’s
verdict in order to determine the availability of a judgment notwithstanding
the verdict?

Landlord rents a small house to Tenant pursuant to a written lease that provides
for a term of one year with rent payable monthly on the first day of each month.
Tenant missed the rental payment due last month and has not made the rental
payment that was due two weeks ago for the current month. Tenant remains in
possession of the house, and Landlord wants to evict Tenant as soon as possible.
(a)

What, if anything, must Landlord do before filing any litigation?

(b)

Landlord desires to obtain possession of the premises as soon as possible.
What type of action should Landlord file? Discuss.

(c)

In the suit filed by Landlord, the court has ruled in Landlord’s favor. What
rights does Tenant have to appeal this decision and what are the
requirements to do so?

Oil Co., an oil and gas exploration company, is the lessee under a presently
existing and valid oil and gas lease covering a tract of land that is now owned by
Landowner. Under the terms of the lease, Oil Co. owes the lessor a royalty equal
to 25% of the production of any successful oil well. Oil Co. drilled and
completed an oil well on the tract and has received $100,000 from sales of the
production from the well. While the well was being drilled, Oil Co. received a
demand letter from Claimant, who contends that, after the oil and gas lease was
recorded, he acquired a mineral servitude burdening Landowner's tract and is
therefore entitled to the lessor's royalty owing under the lease. The $100,000 is
being held by Oil Co., and nothing has been distributed to either Landowner or
Claimant.
(a)

What cause of action is available to protect Oil Co. from paying the wrong
person and to obtain relief from responsibility for the royalty payment due
under the lease, and what should Oil Co. do to institute that cause of action?

(b)

Assuming Oil Co. has filed the proper action, who should be named as
defendant(s) in the action?

(c)

It has now been over four weeks since all defendants were properly served
with citation in the action Oil Co. filed. One of the defendants has filed
nothing in the suit. In order to advance the suit and bring it to a conclusion,
what, if anything, should Oil Co. do regarding that defendant? Discuss.
[End of Question 4]
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QUESTION 1
(40 Points)
The City of Bayeux, Louisiana (City) voted to install solar panels on one of its buildings. It
received bids from several solar panel manufacturer dealers and ultimately hired SolarPower,
Inc. (SP) for the job. When the panels were ready, SP contracted with Martinez Roofing, Inc.
(MR), for the installation.
The City building had a steep pitched roof. Although an SP certified installer, MR did not have
any current employees available with experience in this type of rooftop installation.
Nevertheless, MR elected to proceed and completed the job with an inexperienced crew of
employees who installed the panels using SP manufactured and provided support frames and
parts, but failed to follow SP instructions for installations on steep pitched roofs. No one from
the City ever inspected the quality of the panels, frames or MR’s installation job after the solar
panels were installed.
After several months of Louisiana’s typical winds, one of the solar panels loosened from its
support frame, and, unfortunately, just as Ruth was walking near the building, the panel slid off
the roof and struck her, causing serious bodily injury. Ruth was rushed to Parish Hospital (PH),
and it was determined her injuries required immediate surgery. After being fully informed of the
risks and possible complications of surgery, she signed the necessary consent forms.
The surgery schedule at PH was unusually busy, and Ruth was moved to three different
operating rooms before her surgery was performed. In the shuffle, Ruth’s pre-operative report
was switched with that of a much larger patient, and she was accidently administered an
overdose of anesthesia. Ruth never woke from the surgery and died due to the overdose, leaving
behind her husband, Hal, and her 7-year old daughter, Denise.
Incidentally, over the past 12 months, SP had received complaints from several of its installers
that its support frames used to secure the solar panels are not rigid enough for some types of
installations, particularly those on buildings with steep pitched roofs. In response, SP had begun
to address the issue, but had yet to make any type of manufacturing adjustment or formal
announcement to alert its dealers or installers to the potential design flaw.
Under what theory or theories of liability might Hal reasonably bring action(s) against
each of the following defendants; what defense(s) can reasonably be raised; what damages
are recoverable; and who is likely to prevail?
1.1

Martinez Roofing, Inc. (MR). Discuss.

1.2

SolarPower, Inc. (SP). Discuss.

1.3

City of Bayeux (City). Discuss.

1.4

Parish Hospital (PH). Discuss.

[End of Question 1]

TEST CONTINUES ON NEXT PAGE
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QUESTION 2
(30 Points)
Rogers Market (Rogers), a new health food store in Metairie, Louisiana, announced its much
anticipated grand opening for the upcoming holiday weekend and that it would be giving away
free servings of its brand named frozen yogurt throughout the day. Planning for a large customer
turnout, Rogers placed its frozen yogurt producer and dispenser machine in an open area near the
entrance of the store and assigned two employees to serve the frozen treat.
The weather forecast called for torrential rain on opening day, so Rogers placed wet floor caution
signs near the store’s entrance before it opened for business. Customer traffic was
disappointingly slow, so Rogers sent most of its floor employees home early. However, as the
skies cleared later in the day, customers began to pour into the store and line up for free yogurt.
The steady demand on the yogurt dispenser caused a leak in the cooling system, and an oily fluid
began to drip from a hose on the back of the machine. The employees manning the machine
were so busy serving customers, they did not notice. Soon, the leaked fluid had pooled all
around the machine and mixed with tracked-in rainwater, creating an unusually slick surface on
the stained concrete floor.
Meanwhile, a group of minors waiting in line for their yogurt began to push and shove each
other, which caused someone to inadvertently bump into Renee, an elderly woman who usually
relied on a walker for support, but decided to leave it in her car on this day. As a result of being
bumped into, Renee slipped on the slick surface and fell to the concrete floor, causing serious
injury.
2.1

10 pts

What cause(s) of action can Renee reasonably bring against Rogers for her
injury caused by this incident? Discuss.

2.2

15 pts

What defense(s) might Rogers reasonably raise and what is its likelihood
of success? Discuss.

2.3

5 pts

Who else may be responsible for damages caused to Renee? Discuss.

[End of Question 2]
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QUESTION 3
(20 Points)
The following facts apply to 3.1 and 3.2:
James and Hardy attended opening night of a new movie at the local cinema in Jefferson Parish.
They shared a large tub of popcorn and each drank a soda. At some point during the movie,
Hardy decided he did not want the rest of his soda, so he quietly poured it out on the floor.
About that time, James decided to get some candy, and scooted past Hardy in the dark and
crowded theater. He stepped in the soda Hardy had just poured out and slipped and fell, hitting
his face on the armrest of another seat, which caused a laceration and bruising across his
cheekbone. Hardy took James to a nearby urgent care facility for treatment.
Jefferson Parish has on its books one ordinance enacted to maintain the cleanliness of theater
premises. The ordinance relates to drive-in theaters and reads as follows:
Drive-in theaters shall comply with the following standards for maintenance of
premises: . . . . c. No person shall place, throw, or deposit any food, beverage,
paper, bottle or other waste materials upon the premises of any drive-in theater,
nor shall such conduct be permitted.
Code 1961, § 11A-13 (1961); Chap. 6, Art. III, § 6-33 (“Code”)
3.1

10 pts

What cause of action can James reasonably bring against Hardy for the
injuries caused by the fall? Is he likely to succeed? Discuss.

In addition to the above facts, assume the following additional facts:
While James was getting stitched up, Hardy called James’ mother, Karen, to tell her about the
incident. When Karen answered the phone, Hardy told her that James was involved in an
accident, but before Hardy could explain what happened, Karen gasped, clutched her chest, and
had a heart attack. Though she survived, Karen continues to suffer with post-traumatic stress
from the event and requires ongoing treatment for mental and physiological issues.
3.2

10 pts

What cause of action might Karen bring against Hardy for damages
occasioned by the trauma she suffered upon hearing the news of James
being in an accident? Is she likely to succeed? Discuss.

[End of Question 3]
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QUESTION 4
(10 Points)
Multiple choice questions, each worth 2 points, tested the following areas of the law:
4.1

duty-risk

4.2

battery

4.3

invasion of privacy

4.4

providers of alcohol

4.5

worker’s compensation
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